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Abstract: The recovery of the membrane profile of an electrostatic micro-electro-mechanical sys-
tem (MEMS) is an important issue, because, when an external electrical voltage is applied, the
membrane deforms with the risk of touching the upper plate of the device producing an un-
wanted electrostatic effect. Therefore, it is important to know whether the movement admits
stable equilibrium configurations especially when the membrane is closed to the upper plate.
In this framework, this work analyzes the behavior of a two-dimensional (2D) electrostatic cir-
cular membrane MEMS device subjected to an external voltage. Specifically, starting from a
well-known 2D non-linear second-order differential model in which the electrostatic field in the
device is proportional to the mean curvature of the membrane, the stability of the only possi-
ble equilibrium configuration is studied. Furthermore, when considering that the membrane
is equipped with mechanical inertia and that it must not touch the upper plate of the device,
a useful range of possible values has been obtained for the applied voltage. Finally, the paper
concludes with some computations regarding the variation of potential energy, identifying some
optimal control conditions.

Keywords: circular MEMS device; electrostatic actuator; boundary semi-linear elliptic equations;
optimal control

1. Introduction

In the recent years, micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) with circular membrane
have come to be increasingly exploited in various fields, such as thermo-elasticity [1–3],
microfluidics [4,5], electroelasticity [6–11], and, of course, biomedical applications [12–14].
This is mainly due to the ease of construction of these devices as well as the versatility
of their usage [15,16]. In the last decade, physical-mathematical modeling has produced
highly sophisticated models handling these devices under the most varied operating con-
ditions [17–19]. However, these models do not provide explicit solutions, so that we must
be content with obtaining analytical and/or algebraic conditions ensuring the existence,
uniqueness, and regularity of the solutions, so that any solutions obtained from any numer-
ical procedures do not represent ghost solutions (i.e., numerical solutions that do not satisfy
the conditions of existence, uniqueness) [2,20–24]. In [21], in the 1D-MEMS membranes
framework, a formalization of the problem of the existence and uniqueness of the solution
related to the profile of the membrane of an electrostatic actuator in steady conditions has
been proposed, putting forth an innovative differential semilinear elliptic model. Once
V is applied, the membrane deforms, as the electrostatic field E in the device creates an
electrostatic pressure pel generating a mechanical pressure p, which acts on the membrane.
Being E locally orthogonal to the membrane tangent straight line [25], |E| depends locally
on the distance between the membrane and the upper disk. Starting from the fact that |E|
can be locally considered to be proportional to the curvature of the membrane and, for this
model, the result of existence was obtained by means of the Schauder–Tychonoff’s fixed
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point theorem establishing, subsequently, conditions of uniqueness exploiting both Poicaré
inequality and Gronwall lemma. If, on the one hand, this work presented the merit of the
innovativeness of the proposed approach, on the other hand, it highlighted the defect of
offering a condition of uniqueness independent of the electromechanical properties of the
material constituting the membrane. This represented an evident defect, since it is evident
that the electromechanical behavior of the device is strongly influenced by the intrinsic
properties of the material constituting the membrane. Subsequently, this drawback has
been referred to in [22], where the condition of uniqueness obtained depended on the
electromechanical properties of the material constituting the membrane. Furthermore,
in [23], the elliptic semilinear model that was proposed in [21,22] has been numerically
studied by means of shooting techniques, reconstructing the profile of the membrane in
different operating conditions and in compliance with the conditions of existence and
uniqueness achieved in [21,22], respectively obtaining numerical solutions not representing
ghost solutions. A 2D generalization with circular symmetry was proposed in [20] in which
|E| can be considered to be proportional to the mean curvature H(r) of the membrane (with
r radial coordinate). The analytical model obtained is a non-linear ordinary second-order
differential equation with radial symmetry, which, in dimensionless conditions, presents a
singularity 1/r, where the independent variable is the profile of the membrane u(r) [20].
For this model, an algebraic condition of existence of the solution obtained by highlighting
the fact that the uniqueness of the solution is not guaranteed has been proposed. More-
over, only in 1D framework, the stability and relative equilibrium positions have been
studied (see [2]), while no indications were given regarding the presence of possibly stable
equilibrium positions. In the present paper, we focus our attention on the 2D electrostatic
circular membrane MEMS device that was studied in [20], with the aim of studying the
critical point and stability (important, as they avoid the risk of any instability that could
cause contact of the membrane with the upper disk), also determining the range of possible
values of the external electrical voltage applied while taking both the mechanical inertia of
the membrane and the risk that the membrane accidentally touches the upper disk into
account, because, as highlighted in [24], it has only been dealt with in 1D geometry. Finally,
from an engineering point of view, it is advisable to obtain optimal control conditions
starting from energy evaluations, which, at present, are an open problem for the model
under study. The remainder of the paper is structured, as follows. After a brief description
of the simplified geometry of the device under study, the pertinent scientific literature
is analyzed in Section 2. Subsequently, in Section 3, the only equilibrium configuration
obtained is studied by evaluating its stability. Section 4, then, analyzes the model in order
to determine the range of possible values for V, while taking into account the fact that the
inertia of the membrane must be overcome and the upper disk of the device cannot be
reached during deformation. Finally, some interesting conditions pertaining to the optimal
control of the device are achieved, starting with energy considerations (Section 5).

2. A Description of the 2d Electrostatic Membrane Mems Device and Previous Works

Let us consider the usual Euclidean space R3, and in it, let us consider a system
of Cartesian axes Oxyz, where the z axis is the vertical one, as highlighted in Figure 1.
The device studied in this work consists of two parallel and circular metal disks with radius
R, placed at the distance d from each other. In particular, the lower disk is located on the
xy plane, so its center coincides with the origin of the Cartesian axis system. The device is
subjected to an external electric voltage V in such a way that the lower disk is potential
V = 0. A membrane (whose radius is equal to the radius of the disks, if it is at rest),
constrained to the edges of the lower disk, deforms towards the upper disk when V is
applied. It is immediately apparent that the device, being circular, is endowed with radial
symmetry, and therefore, by indicating the radial coordinate with r, 0 < r ≤ R, the profile
of the membrane can only be expressed as a function of r (i.e., u(r)). Obviously, V must be
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such that it can overcome the mechanical inertia of the membrane and the corresponding
value of E inside the device must generate the following electrostatic pressure [1,25]

pel =
1
2

ε0|E|2 =
1
2

ε0V2

(d− u(r))2 (1)

where ε0 is the permittivity of the free space. pel translates into an equivalent electrostatic
force fel , as given by [1,25]

fel =
1
2

ε0πR2V2

(d− u(r))2 , (2)

so that a corresponding mechanical pressure p deflects the membrane towards the upper
disk, obtaining a displacement in the center of the membrane, u0, equal to R2

4T p [1,26], where
T is the radial mechanical tension of the membrane. Because the membrane must not touch
the upper disk for obvious electrostatic reasons, it is necessary to keep a critical security
distance, d∗, such that u(0) = u0 ≤ d− d∗, which, in dimensionless conditions, becomes
u(0) = u0 ≤ 1− d∗ [1,25].

Remark 1. We highlight that u0 is a crucial quantity in electrostatics, as capacitance, co-energy,
electrostatic charge, electrostatic force depend on it (for detail, see [20,27]).

Figure 1. Simplified representation of the 2D electrostatic circular membrane MEMS device.
The membrane, anchored to the edges of the lower disk (whose potential V = 0), deforms to-
wards the upper disk (whose potential is V 6= 0) without ever touching it to avoid unwanted
electrostatic effects.

Historically, the first complete mathematical model of an electrostatic MEMS device
was presented in [28], whose device consisted of two metal plates, one fixed and the other
deformable (but anchored to the edges of a region Ω ∈ R3 and subject to drop voltage,
which would deform the lower plate). This model, which assumed the following structure

α∆2u =
(

β
∫

Ω |∇u|2dx + γ
)

∆u + λ1 f1(x)

(1−u)σ1

(
1+ζ

∫
Ω

dx
(1−u)σ1−1

)
u = ∆u− duν = 0, x ∈ ∂Ω, d ≥ 0
0 < u < 1, x ∈ Ω,

(3)

( f1, bounded function, depending on the dielectric properties of the material constituting
the deformable plate; α, β, γ, χ, parameters that are related to the mechanical and electrical
properties), although complete and exhaustive from a physical-mathematical point of view,
presented certain difficulties in resolution, so that the solution was only obtainable if some
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simplifications were implemented [1]. Subsequently, neglecting the inertial and non-local
effects, the following simplified model was obtained [28,29]:

d2u(x)
dx2 = − λ2

(1−u(x))2 ; 0 ≤ u(x) < 1; in Ω,

u = ∆u− d̂uν, on ∂Ω, d̂ ≥ 0.
(4)

(4) was studied using the Steklov boundary conditions in order to obtain Dirichlet and
Navier boundary conditions when d̂ = 0 or d̂ = +∞. In [30], starting from (4), the following
elliptical semi-linear dimensionless model for a one-dimensional (1D) membrane MEMS d2u(x)

dx2 = −

(
1+
(

du(x)
dx

)2)3

θλ2 (1− u(x))2 in Ω = [−1, 1]
0 ≤ u(x) < 1; u = 0 on ∂Ω

(5)

has been studied, where the deformable lower plate was replaced by a membrane and, more-
over, |E| was considered to be proportional to the curvature K of the membrane [20–22,30,31].
In these works, the conditions of existence, uniqueness, and regularity of the solution
were obtained, which allowed for the obtaining of non-ghost numerical solutions whose
convergence was ensured by particular ranges of θλ2 values [20,21,30]. We highlight that θ
takes the applied voltage V into account and λ2 takes the electro-mechanical properties of
the material constituting the membrane into account [1]:

λ2 =
ε0V2(2R)2

2d3T
. (6)

From (6), λ2 ∝ V2, so λ2 is bounded below, because a minimum value of V is required
to overcome the mechanical inertia of the membrane. On the other hand, V cannot indef-
initely increase, because its maximum value is fixed by the intended use of the device.
Therefore, λ2 is also limited by the intended use of the device.

Remark 2. From an analytical point of view, θ has no limitations, except that it must obviously
both be non-zero. However, we will see later that, numerically, the product θλ2 will suffer specific
limitations due to problems of convergence of the numerical procedures in the presence/absence of
ghost solutions.

When considering a 2D circular membrane MEMS device, it follows that the profile u
of the membrane only depends on the radial coordinate r, such that, only considering the
radial part of the Laplace operator [31], and |E| in this case, is considered to be proportional
to the mean curvature of the membrane (for detail, see [20]). Therefore, (4) was reformulated
as follows [20]: {

d2u(r)
dr2 = − 1

r
du(r)

dr −
4(1−u(r)−d∗)2

θλ2

u(R) = 0, du(0)
dr = 0, 0 < u(r) < d.

(7)

We note that (7), apparently, does not present the singularity, which characterizes (4).

However, if in (7) we set u(r) = 1− d∗, it follows that du(r)
dr = 0 so that d2u(r)

dr2 = 0. But,

being d2u(r)
dr2 = 0 = −θ|E|2, it follows that |E| = 0, and this occurrence would produce a

linear deflection of the membrane that represents a physically unacceptable condition.

Remark 3. Wrinkling is highly likely if the membrane is too thin. However, to formulate the mean
curvature, it is necessary that u(r) ∈ C2([−L, L]), implying that abrupt local variations of the
membrane profile are not allowed. Obviously, removing the hypothesis that u(r) ∈ C2([−L, L])
any wrinkles around the membrane can be arisen.
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Model (7) has been studied both analitically and numerically, obtaining the following
existence condition for the solution [20,30]

θλ2 >
2R2d∗2

kε0V2 (8)

in which k is the coefficient of proportionality between p and pel . (8) ensures the absence
of ghost solutions if numerical solutions that are achieved by any numerical approach
exploited to recover the profile of the membrane satisfied it. It is worth noting that,
from (8), the greater the external V applied the lower the value that is assigned to θλ2 can

be. Subsequently, from the equation of the model (7), d2u(r)
dr2 will be smaller. In other words,

the higher the V, the more the membrane will be curved.

Remark 4. We also observe that (8) ensures the existence of at least one solution for (7). How-
ever, the uniqueness of the solution is not ensured. This could create problems if the membrane
deforms excessively. In this case, the risk of it touching the upper disk is high. Subsequently,
the need arises to verify if the model under study admits possibly stable equilibrium positions
and whether these positions are close to the upper disk. However, the numerical recovering of
the membrane profile occurs for small displacements, so that the risk of the membrane touching
the upper disc does not exist, as observed in Remark 6.

3. Critical Points and Stability

To achieve any critical points for the membrane whose profile is u(r), it is necessary
to transform the model (7) into the corresponding system of two ordinary differential
equations of the first order in normal form [32]. In particular,{

du1(r)
dr = f (u1(r), u2(r))

du2(r)
dr = g(u1(r), u2(r)).

(9)

Therefore, to achieve any critical points, it will be sufficient to impose [32]{
f (u1(r), u2(r)) = 0
g(u1(r), u2(r)) = 0.

(10)

3.1. A More Suitable Writing of the Model under Study: Search for Critical Points

To write (7) as a system of ordinary differential equations of the first order, we consider
two functions, u1(r) and u2(r), such that{

u1(r) = u(r)
u2(r) =

du(r)
dr .

(11)

We immediately observe that equalities (11) can be physically investgated. In fact,
u1(r) and u2(r) represent, respectively, ∀r ∈ [−R, R], the profile of the membrane
and its slope. From the physical point of view, (11) has a profound meaning, since
u1(r) and u2(r) represent, locally, the position and speed of change of position of the
membrane. This means that the search for equilibrium positions is entirely managed by
kinematic variables.

Afterwards, (11) allows for rewriting (7) as a system of equations, where the un-
known functions are, respectively, the position of the membrane and the speed of
variation of the position of the membrane in the device. This permits a wide discussion
about the stability of any critical points. Subsequently, when considering (11), model (7)
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becomes the following system, in which both u1(r) and u2(r) are two unknown func-
tions [30]: 

du1(r)
dr = u2(r);

du2(r)
dr = − 1

r u2(r)− 4(1−u1(r)−d∗)2

θλ2

u1(R) = 0; u2(0) = 0.

(12)

Therefore, in this case, we can write:{
f (u1(r), u2(r)) = u2(r)

g(u1(r), u2(r)) = − 1
r u2(r)− 4(1−u1(r)−d∗)2

θλ2 .
(13)

Accordingly, from (13), while taking (10) into account and considering that θλ2 6= 0,
we obtain the following critical point

(u0
1, u0

2) = (1− d∗, 0) (14)

which, as proved in the following, is a stable point. It is worth noting that the only
equilibrium position obtained corresponds, as reported in (14), to a profile u(r) of the
membrane, such that maxr{u(r)} = 1 − d∗. In other words, there is a point on the
membrane that is very close to the upper disk whose distance is 1 − d∗ (for reasons
of symmetry, this point can only be u0 = u(0)). It follows that, in the presence of any
instability, the membrane could touch the upper disk with consequent generation of
unwanted electrostatic discharges. Hence, it is worth studying the stability of this unique
equilibrium position to understand whether there are risks in electrostatic terms.

Remark 5. We observe that the critical point obtained in (14) is exactly equal to the critical point
obtained in [24] for the same membrane MEMS device, but in 1D configuration. This important
result is due to the fact that the 2D device is characterized by symmetry with respect to the vertical
axis z. Therefore, whatever the plane π whose support is the vertical axis z, the intersection between
π and the membrane is a curve, C, being symmetrical with respect to z. Subsequently, C, together
with its vertical projection on the horizontal plane z = 0, can be considered as a device totally
similar to the device 1D studied in [24], and given the arbitrariness of π (and, therefore, C is also
arbitrary), one deduces that both the 1D and 2D geometries have the same critical points.

Remark 6. It is worth nothing that the MEMS membrane device that is studied in this work
is not in the regime of large displacements. It is true that, in the paper, we show that the only
equilibrium position of the membrane occurs at 1− d∗, as specified in (14), but this position is
entirely theoretical. In fact, as revealed by numerical simulations that were performed by both
shooting techniques and by collocation methods (for details, see [30]), the reconstruction of the
membrane profile in conditions of convergence of the numerical procedures and in the absence of
ghost solutions has highlighted regimes of small displacements highlighting the appropriate uses of
the device, for example, in the biomedical field as an intravenous drug diffuser system, where small
movements of the membrane are required.

3.2. On the Stability of the Critical Point

Exploiting the first Lyapunov criterion based on the linearization of the non-linear
system (12) in the neighborhood of the critical state, we can obtain information regarding
the stability of the critical point [32]. Because it is easy to verify, model (12) can be rewritten
in a the following general form:{ du1(r)

dr = u2(r) = f (u(r))
du2(r)

dr = − 1
r u2(r)− 4(1−u1(r)−d∗)2

θλ2 = g(u(r))
(15)
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where u(r) = [u1(r) u2(r)]T . Therefore, setting

f(u(r)) =
(

f (u1(r), u2(r))
g(u1(r), u2(r))

)
=

(
u2(r)

− 1
r u2(r)− (1−u1(r)−d∗)2

θλ2

)
, (16)

(12) can be matricially written, as follows:

u̇(r) = f(u(r)) (17)

where u̇(r) =
[

du1(r)
dr

du2(r)
dr

]T
. To linearize (17), we use the following change of variable:

{
u1(r) = u0

1 + εξ(r)
u2(r) = u0

2 + εη(r)
(18)

where ε is a quantity that is small enough. Therefore, taking (18) into account and when
considering that u0

1 and u0
2 do not depend on r, it is possible to write the folowing [32]:{

du1(r)
dr = ε

dξ(r)
dr = f (u1(r), u2(r))

du2(r)
dr = ε

dη(r)
dr = g(u1(r), u2(r)).

(19)

From (19), developing in Taylor series both f (u1(r), u2(r)) and g(u1(r), u2(r)) and ne-
glecting the terms of orders higher than the linear one, setting τ =

√
ξ2 + η2, it follows that

ε
dξ(r)

dr = f (u0
1 + ε(r), u0

2 + εη(r)) ≈
≈ f (uo

1, u0
2) + ε

∂ f (u0
1,u0

2)
∂u1

ξ(r) + ε
∂ f (uo

1,u0
2)

∂u2
η(r) + o(τ)

ε
dη(r)

dr = g(u0
1 + ε(r), u0

2 + εη(r)) ≈
≈ g(uo

1, u0
2) + ε

∂g(u0
1,u0

2)
∂u1

ξ(r) + ε
∂g(uo

1,u0
2)

∂u2
η(r) + o(τ).

(20)

Equations (20) make sense, as both u1(r) and u2(r) are analytical functions, as proven

in [21], allowing for the linearization by means of ∂ f (u0
1,u0

2)
∂u1

, ∂ f (u0
1,u0

2)
∂u2

, ∂g(u0
1,u0

2)
∂u1

and ∂g(u0
1,u0

2)
∂u2

.

Moreover, observing that f (u0
1, u0

2) = g(u0
1, u0

2) = 0 and neglecting the terms of orders higher
than τ, we can write 

dξ(r)
dr =

∂ f (u0
1,u0

2)
∂u1

ξ(r) + ∂ f (u0
1,u0

2)
∂u2

η(r)
dη(r)

dr =
∂g(u0

1,u0
2)

∂u1
ξ(r) + ∂g(u0

1,u0
2)

∂u2
η(r)

(21)

and, since ∂ f (u0
1,u0

2)
∂u1

=
∂g(u0

1,u0
2)

∂u1
= 0, ∂ f (u0

1,u0
2)

∂u2
= η(r), ∂g(u0

1,u0
2)

∂u2
= − η(r)

r , (21) becomes
dξ(r)

dr =
∂ f (u0

1,u0
2)

∂u1
ξ(r) + ∂ f (u0

1,u0
2)

∂u2
η(r) = η(r)

dη(r)
dr =

∂g(u0
1,u0

2)
∂u1

ξ(r) + ∂g(u0
1,u0

2)
∂u2

η(r) = − η(r)
r

(22)

from which
ξ(r) + ln η(r) = A (23)

with A constant.

Remark 7. Matricially, system (21) (i.e., the linearized version of the non-linear system (17)
around the critical point) can be written, as follows:

ż = Az (24)
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where

z =

(
ξ(r)
η(r)

)
; ż =

(
dξ(r)

dr
dη(r)

dr

)
; A =

 ∂ f (u0
1,u0

2)
∂u1

∂ f (u0
1,u0

2)
∂u2

∂g(u0
1,u0

2)
∂u1

∂g(u0
1,u0

2)
∂u2

 =

(
0 1
0 − 1

r

)
. (25)

To study the stability of (24), let us introduce the following definition [33].

Definition 1 (Algebraic/geometric multiplicities of an eigenvalue). Given a square matrix
A of order n, suppose that it has r ≤ n distinct eigenvalues λ1, λ2, ..., λr with λi ≤ λj for i ≤ j.
Therefore, the characteristic polynomial of A can be written as P(s) = (s− λ1)

ν1(s− λ2)
ν2 ...(s−

λr)νr , with ∑i=1 νr = n, where νi ∈ N+ defines the algebraic multiplicity of the generic eigenvalue
λi. Moreover, the geometric multiplicity of the eigenvalue λi is defined as the number µi of linearly
independent eigenvectors that correspond to it [32].

The following result evaluates the stability of (24) while using a criterion based on the
eigenvalues of the matrix A [32].

Theorem 1. System (24) admits stable equilibrium position only if matrix A does not have eigen-
values with positive real part and if any eigenvalues with real part zero have unit index. In addition,
if z0 = [z0,1 z0,2]

T , then
z(r) = eArz(0) = eArz0 (26)

where z(r) = [z1(r) z2(r)]T .

Remark 8. |A| = 0, so that at least one eigenvalue is zero [33]. This means that the origin is
not an isolated equilibrium point: there is at least one line of equilibrium points or even a plane of
equilibrium points [32,33]. In other words, the only critical point obtained is represented by (14),
where d∗ is the critical security distance. Accordingly, as the variation of d∗ changes the equilibrium
point, in theory, we have infinite equilibrium points obtained ∀d∗ ∈ [0, 1].

Moreover, because that the eigenvalues of matrix A are

λ1 = 0; λ2 = −1
r
< 0, (27)

by Theorem 1, it follows that (24) admits stable equilibrium position.

Remark 9. Because the number of eigenvalues of A counted with their algebraic multiplicity is
equal to the order of A and the geometric multiplicity of each eigenvalue coincides with the algebraic
multiplicity, then A is diagonalizable [32,33].

Therefore, exploiting Remark 9 and taking into account both (27), eAr can be written
as [33] eAr = ∑n

k=1 tk · skeλkr = t1 · s1 + t2 · s2e−1, where tk and sk are the left and right
eigenvectors that correspond to λk, respectively. Subsequently, we can easily get that
t1 = [1 0]T , t2 = [1 − r−1]T , s1 = [1 r], s2 = [0 1], so that

eAr =

(
1
r r + e−1

0 − e−1

r

)
(28)

is limited in norm (for r 6= 0) and (26) can be written, as follows:{
z1(r) =

z0,1
r + (r + e−1)z0,2

z2(r) = −
z0,2e−1

r .
(29)
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From (29), eliminating the parameter r, we easily obtain

z1(r)z2(r) = −
z0,1ez2

2(r)
z0,2

−
z2

0,2

e
+

z0,2

e
z2(r). (30)

(30) represents a curve that can be written as

z1(r)z2(r) = Az2
2(r) + B + Cz2(r) (31)

where A = − z0,1e
z0,2

, B = − z2
0,2
e and C =

z0,2
e . To study the curve (31), one needs to evaluate

the determinants of the following matrices:

H =

 A − 1
2 1

− 1
2 0 0

1 0 B

; H1 =

(
A − 1

2
− 1

2 0

)
. (32)

In particular, with |H| 6= 0 and |H1| < 0, (31) represents an equilateral hyperbola,
as shown in Figure 2 (blue lines). Moreover, from (29), we can also write

z2(r) = −
z1(r)

r(er + 1)
+

z0,1

r2(er + 1)
(33)

that are straight lines passing for a fixed point (point A in Figure 2), as r → R. Afterwards,
as r increases (obviously excluding r = 0 as a singular value), the hyperbola is traversed
such that the point D in the Figure 2 (when r 6= R) tends to the point B (when r = R).

Figure 2. Localization of stability points on the plane z1z2 for system (24).

On the Stability of the Starting Non-Linear System

To study the stability for (17), let us introduce the following Lemma [32].

Lemma 1. Let us consider a non-linear system u̇(r) = f(u(r)) and its linearized system ż = Az.
If ż = Az is stable, then u̇(r) = f(u(r)) is also stable.

Now, we are ready to introduce the following result.

Proposition 1. The critical point (14) is a stable equilibrium point for the linear system (17).
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Proof. See Appendix A.1

(u0
1, u0

2) = (1 − d∗, 0), even if it identifies a point that is very close to the upper disk
of the device (for which there is a real risk that the membrane touches the upper disk),
is nevertheless of stable equilibrium, as, electrostatically, taking into account that (1−
u(r))−2 ≈ (d∗)−1, from (1), we can write

pel =
1
2

ε0V2

(1− u(r))2 ≈
ε0V2

2d∗
, (34)

thereby fixing V, pel does not fluctuate. Thus, with the mechanical pressure p in the device
proportional to pel , p also does not fluctuate. Finally, from (34), since pel is constant, u(r)
also does not modify, so that the profile of the membrane is stable.

Remark 10. As highlighted above, the only equilibrium position (14) is stable, unlike that obtained
for 1D geometry where the same equilibrium position was found to be unstable (see [24]). This is
due to the fact that, in 2D geometry, the symmetry of the device with respect to the vertical axis z
imposes a sort of stability of the position of the membrane, both at rest and during deformation. This
was also confirmed by the numerical simulations in which the recovering of the membrane profile
markedly highlighted the phenomenon of stability (for detail, see [24]). On the other hand, in 1D
geometry, the same numerical techniques showed a marked instability when the membrane reached
the equilibrium configuration (for detail, see [23]).

Remark 11. The phenomenon of the transition between the stability and instability of an equilib-
rium in a MEMS device membrane can have multiple causes. For example, instability phenomena
can occur when the non-equilibrium state is related to the restriction failure mode occurring in
the operation of MEMS devices. From the electrostatic point of view, membrane instability can
be determined by small perturbations of the pel distribution in the device influencing: (i) the
equilibrium path; (ii) the number and unstable positions; and, (iii) the behavior of the membrane
in post-equilibrium conditions. Moreover, pel , as specified in (34), depends on V. In addition,
snapping behavior could occur if the device is repeatedly loaded and unloaded electrically. Finally,
evident phenomena of instability could occur due to the Casimiro effect, regardless of the V applied.

4. Voltage V and Its Admissible Values
4.1. VMin to Win the Mechanical Inertia of the Membrane

Proposition 2. Let us consider the two-dimensional (2D) membrane MEMS device whose analyti-
cal model is (7). If the condition of existence (8) holds, then the minimum V that is needed to win
the membrane mechanical inertia, (Vmin)inertia, verifies the following inequality:

(Vmin)inertia =
4

√
d3d∗2T

ε2
0θk

. (35)

Proof. See Appendix A.2

(35) has a very important physical significance. In fact, once the geometry of the device
is fixed (i.e., d fixed), materials with high mechanical stresses (i.e., high values of T) require
high values of V to deform the membrane towards the upper disk, so that intended uses of
the device requiring low external V cannot be considered. It follows that MEMS device
membranes with high T values can be used in electrical devices for industrial applications,
where the operating V is not negligible.

Remark 12. (Vmin)inertia, as highlighted in (35), depends on d, T, d∗, ε0 and θ. This result is
similar to that obtained in 1D geometry (see [22,24]). However, in the latter case, (Vmin)inertia
also depends on the sixth power of parameter H = sup{u′} = 99 by forcing (Vmin)inertia to
assume considerably higher values than in the case 2D studied here. In other words, in 2D
geometry, reduced values of V are sufficient for moving the membrane as compared to the 1D case,
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thus allowing the device to also be used in biomedical applications, where V, usually, assumes
extremely contained values.

4.2. The Maximum Value of V, (VMax)Permissible, in Order That the Membrane Does Not Touch the
Upper Disk

For this purpose, here we present some useful propositions [20].

Proposition 3. If u0 is the deflection in the center of the membrane (i.e., u0 = u(0)), the following
inequality holds:

u0 ≤
kε0V2

2d∗
. (36)

Proof. See Appendix A.3.

(36) has an important physical significance. In fact, as V increases, the deflection in
the center of the membrane, u0, increases. However, u0 does not increase indefinitely, as
the presence of d∗ in (36) limits its value, avoiding the risk of the membrane touching the
upper disk.

Remark 13. It is worth noting that (36) is completely overlapping with the inequality obtained
for u0 in 1D geometry (see [24]). This is due to the fact that the MEMS membrane device that is
studied in this paper is symmetrical with respect to the vertical axis z. Accordingly, as highlighted
in Remark 5, each C curve belonging to π represents a good approximation of the membrane in a
device in 1D gemetry.

The following Proposition has a mere mathematical meaning and it will be used in
the following to demonstrate some relevant statements for the MEMS membrane device
under study.

Proposition 4. For the 2D membrane MEMS under study,
√

k is computable, as follows:

√
k =

√
p

2
√

pel
(37)

Proof. See Appendix A.4.

Proposition 5. For the 2D membrane MEMS under study, the following inequality holds:

kε0V2

2d∗
< 1− d∗. (38)

Proof. See Appendix A.5.

(38) looks physically interesting. In fact, it can be written, as follows:

kε0V2︸ ︷︷ ︸
f (V)

< 2(1− d∗)d∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
g(d∗)

(39)

from which it can be deduced that the chosen safety distance governs the intended use of
the device.
Propositions 3, 4, and 5 have been introduced and proved, so that we are now able to
compute the (Vmax)permissible.

Proposition 6. For the 2D membrane MEMS device under study, it follows that

(Vmax)permissible <

√
2(1− d∗)d∗

kε0
. (40)
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Proof. See Appendix A.6.

It is very significant that (Vmax)permissible, according to (40), exclusively depends on
the safety distance chosen. Furthermore, k appearing in the denominator of the right side
of the inequality imposes that high pel allow (Vmax)permissible, allowing for the use of the
device in industrial applications in which V is remarkable.

Remark 14. (40) represents the limitation of (Vmax)permissible. Its structure is quite similar to that
obtained in 1D geometry (see [2,21]). However, in the latter case, H2 is present in the right side
of the inequality allowing, in 1D geometry, values of (Vmax)permissible higher than in the case 2D
with a consequent increase of the risk that the membrane touches the upper disk. Hence, the result
obtained in this paper cautions us of this risk by highlighting that, in 2D geometry, the values
attributable to (Vmax)permissible do not allow the membrane to touch the upper disk.

The following Proposition has a mere mathematical meaning, and it will be used to
prove some relevant statements.

Proposition 7. For the 2D membrane MEMS device under study, the following condition holds:

√
Rθ =

R
d

√
ε0R
2dT

. (41)

Proof. See Appendix A.7.

It is worth noting that, by increasing T in (41), the value of θ decreases and, from the
differential Equation (7), we have confirmation that the membrane bends to a lesser extent.

Remark 15. (41) offers an interesting link between the parameter θ and the geometric parameters
R and d and the mechanical tension T of the membrane. In fact, it is observed that the more rigid
the membrane is (i.e., high values of T), the lower the values of θ, i.e., the membrane will be less
sensitive to electrostatic stresses. This result is similar to that obtained in 1D geometry, as discussed
in [23,24].

The following Proposition verifies a useful inequality in the continuation of the work.

Proposition 8. For the 2D membrane MEMS device under study, the following inequality holds:

4

√
d3d∗2T
4ε2

0θk
<

√
2(1− d∗)d∗

kε0
(42)

Proof. See Appendix A.8.

After having verified the inequality (42), we are able to provide the range of feasible
values for V, as stated by the following Proposition.

Proposition 9. For the 2D membrane MEMS device under study, the range of admissible values
for V is as follows:

4

√
d3d∗2T
4ε2

0θk
< V <

√
2(1− d∗)d∗

kε0
. (43)

Proof. See Appendix A.9.
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Remark 16. The result that is highlighted by (43) is similar to that obtained in 1D geometry

(see [24]. In this latter case, instead of the quantity 4

√
d3d∗2T
4ε2

0θk
at the left side of the (43) compares

4

√
d3d∗2T
4ε2

0θk

√
1 + H6

H
. (44)

Afterwards, in 1D geometry, the range of admissible values for V is considerably smaller than in the

2D case studied in this paper due to the presence of the factor
√

1+H6

H , which makes the minimum
allowable value for V much higher than in the 2 D case.

It is worth noting that, when analyzing the (43), T affects the minimum value for
V. This makes sense, because T, as is known, influences the mechanical inertia of the
membrane that must be overcome when V reaches its minimum value, (Vmin)inertia. On the
other hand, the maximum value, (Vmax)permissible, to be assigned to V cannot disregard d∗,
because it must be ensured that the membrane does not touch the upper disk. Therefore, it
is clear to wonder what is the link between (Vmin)inertia and (Vmax)permissible. The following
subsection will provide the answer.

4.3. (VMin)Inertia & (VMax)Permissible: An Interesting Relationship

Proposition 10. For the 2D membrane MEMS device under study, the relationship between
(Vmin)inertia and (Vmax)permissible can be written, as follows:

(Vmin)inertia >
4

√
d4

2(10− d)θ

√
(Vmax)permissible

4√T. (45)

Proof. See Appendix A.10.

Remark 17. The link between (Vmin)inertia and (Vmax)permissible that is governed by (45) has
the same algebraic structure as the link in 1D geometry (for details, see [24,30]). However,

in the latter case, there is once again the presence of
√

1+H6

H on the right side of the inequality,
which forces (Vmin)inertia to level up. In other words, in 1D geometry a higher voltage V is
needed to overcome the mechanical inertia of the membrane.

For the usual values d = 10−9, θ ≈ 1, T = 1000 Pa, the inequality (45) becomes

(Vmin)inertia > Z
√
(Vmax)permissible (46)

with Z � 1. Afterwards, (Vmin)inertia � (Vmax)permissible, so that (45) makes physical sense.
Furthermore, (45) can be physically interpreted. In particular, in it,

B = 4

√
d4

2(10− d)θ
(47)

is a constant, so that we can write it as follows

(Vmin)inertia√
(Vmax)permissible

> B 4√T. (48)

Therefore, once the material constituting the membrane has been chosen (i.e., T has
been fixed), (Vmin)inertia√

(Vmax)permissible
depends on B (a quantity changing with d, which depends

on the geometry of the device). On the other hand, if d is fixed (i.e., B has been chosen
depending on the geometry of the device), the material constituting the membrane (i.e.,
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T) determines (Vmin)inertia√
(Vmax)permissible

. Figure 3 shows the curve (Vmin)inertia√
(Vmax)permissible

= B 4
√

T, above

which the area where the link between (Vmin)inertia and (Vmax)permissible exists.

Remark 18. From the electrostatic point of view, when the membrane is at rest, the device
has a quantity of potential energy, which, during the deformation of the membrane, varies
considerably. Then, a potential energy variation ∆W occurs in the device. Accordingly, it makes
sense to ask whether ∆W admits limitations as the membrane undergoes deformation. The next
section will provide those answers.

Figure 3. (Vmin)inertia√
(Vmax)permissible

versus 4
√

T. The blue separation line identifies two distinct

areas of system behavior.

5. Some Optimal Control Conditions

If the membrane of the device is at rest, then the distance between the membrane and
the upper disk is d. Therefore, the electrostatic capacitance of the device is C = ε0

πR2

d , so
that the potential energy of the device can be evaluated as

Winitial =
1
2

CV2 =
ε0πR2V2

2d
. (49)

If the membrane deforms, C = ε0
∫ π

0 Z(φ)
∫ R
−R

dr
d−u(r)dφ, and the final potential

energy becomes

W f inal =
1
2

ε0V2
∫ π

0
Z(φ)

∫ R

−R

dr
d− u(r)

dφ, (50)

where Z(φ) is a bounded and continuous function, depending on φ. Therefore, the total
variation of the potential energy, ∆W = W f inal −Winitial , becomes

∆W =
1
2

ε0V2
{ ∫ π

0
Z(φ)

∫ R

−R

dr
d− u(r)

dφ− πR2

d

}
. (51)

In addition, observing that d − u(r) ≥ d − d∗, we can write 1
d−u(r) ≤

1
d−d∗ , so

that (51) becomes

∆W ≤ 1
2

ε0V2
{ 2R

d− d∗

∫ π

0
Z(φ)dφ− πR2

d

}
. (52)
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Z(φ) being a bounded and continuous function, it follows that
∫ π

0 Z(φ)dφ ≤ D, where
D is a positive constant. Subsequently, (52) can be written as

∆W ≤ 1
2

ε0V2
{ 2RD

d− d∗
− πR2

d

}
. (53)

From (43), we can write
√

d3d∗2T
4ε2

0θk
< V2 < 2(1−d∗)d∗

kε0
so that, while taking (53) into

account, it easily follows that

∆W <
(1− d∗)d∗

k

{ 2RD
d− d∗

− πR2

d

}
. (54)

Conversely, from condition (35), V2 > (Vmin)
2
inertia =

√
d3d∗T
4ε2

0θk
, from which

∆W >
1
2

ε0

{ 2RD
d− d∗

− πR2

d

}
V2 >

1
2

ε0

{ 2RD
d− d∗

− πR2

d

}√d3d∗T
4ε2

0θk
. (55)

Finally, combining (54) and (55), we easily obtain the range of the admissible values
for ∆W:

1
2

√
d3d∗

4

√
T√

k
√

θ
< ∆W <

(1− d∗)d∗

k

{ 2RD
d− d∗

− πR2

d

}
(56)

from which, with the usual values for the parameters, we achieve
1.8 · 10−8

√
T√
k
< ∆W < 2.33 · 10−7. Figure 4 shows the area of possible values for ∆W,

which corresponds to the area that is bounded above by the red straight line, while it is
bounded below by the less concave blue curve. Obviously, this area shrinks as k increases.
It is worth noting that, from an energy point of view, the fact that the area of possible
values is limited (as shown in Figure 4) guarantees us that the membrane MEMS device
under study is subject to variations in potential energy of limited amplitude reducing the
risk of any damage. However, as seen above, ∆W strictly depends on V and V is closely
related to |E|. Therefore, it is imperative to know the values of V and |E|maximizing ∆W.
The following Subsections answer this question.

Remark 19. The range of admissible values for ∆W in 1D geometry assumed the form [24]:

8d∗Td3(1− d∗)
d(d− d∗)θ

1 + H6

H
< ∆W <

2(d∗)2(1− d∗)L
kd(d− d∗)

(57)

where L is the length of the device. Additionally, for the range of values for ∆W in 1D geometry
appears 1+H6

H , which considerably reduces the range of admissible values. In particular, it is deduced
that, in 1D geometry, higher energy levels are required to overcome the mechanical inertia of
the membrane due to the presence of 1+H6

H in (57), unlike the 2 D device studied in this paper,
åwhere the absence of 1+H6

H in (56) allows overcoming the inertia of the membrane through lower
energy contents.
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Figure 4. Area of possible values for ∆W. As k decreases, this area increases by extending the possible
values for T.

5.1. About the Values of V Maximizing ∆W.

As known (see (A1)), u(r) ≤ kε0V2

2d∗

{
1−

(
r
R

)2}
, so that

d− u(r) ≥ d− kε0V2

2d∗
{

1−
( r

R

)3}
>

2dd∗ − kε0V2

2d∗
(58)

from which
1

d− u(r)
<

2d∗

2dd∗ − kε0V2 , (59)

with 2dd∗ − kε0V2 6= 0. As previously calculated, C = ε0
∫ π

0 Z(φ)
∫ R
−R

dr
d−u(r)dφ that, while

taking the inequality (59) into account, becomes C < 4ε0Dd∗R
2dd∗−kε0V2 . Therefore, from (52),

we can write

∆W = W f inal −Winitial <
2ε2

0Dd∗RV2

2dd∗ − kε0V2 −
ε0πR2V2

2d︸ ︷︷ ︸
h(V)

(60)

where h(V) is positively defined, so that the only stationary value for h(V) is

V∗ =

√
2πR2dd∗ − 8ε0Dd∗2

kε0πR2 . (61)

Moreover, it is easy to verify that V∗ is a point of maximum for h(V) (we discard the
negative root, as this value of V would deform the membrane symmetrically with respect
to the lower disk, i.e., the condition is physically impossible to obtain). In addition, it is
also easy to verify that V∗ > (Vmin)inertia. d∗ plays a fundamental role in the formulation
of V∗, as seen in (61). This is due to the fact that V∗, being the electrical voltage value
that maximizes ∆W, would allow, at least theoretically, that the membrane deforms until,
for r = 0, u(r) = 1− d∗.
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5.2. A Useful Limitation for ∆W Achieved Starting from |E|
Starting from (4) and (7), and taking into account (A18), it follows that

|E|2 =
1
rθ

du(r)
dr

+
(1− u(r)− d∗)2

θ2λ2 . (62)

Being W f inal = 0.5ε0|E|2, it makes sense to write

∆W =
1
2

ε0

{ 1
rθ

du(r)
dr

+
(1− u(r)− d∗)2

θ2λ2

}
− ε0πR2V2

2d
(63)

and taking into account that 1− u− d∗ < 1− d∗ and du(r)
dr < H, with H = 99 positive

constant (see [21]), equality (63) becomes

∆W <
1
2

ε0

{ 1
rθ

H +
(1− d∗)2

θ2λ2

}
− ε0πR2V2

2d
. (64)

Proposition 11. When considering both (53) and (64), it follows that

1
2

ε0V2
{ 2RD

d− d∗
− πR2

d

}
<

1
2

ε0

{ 1
rθ

H +
(1− d∗)2

θ2λ2

}
− ε0πR2V2

2d
(65)

Proof. See Appendix A.11.

Afterwards, by Proposition 11, we can easily write

∆W <
1
2

ε0

{ 1
rθ

H +
(1− d∗)2

θ2λ2

}
− ε0πR2V2

2d
, (66)

which represent the limitation for ∆W (depending on θ), achieved starting from |E|. It
is worth nothing that the limitation (66) is oversized, because H = 99 was obtained
in [21] by means of a sequence of inequalities. However, even if the value 99 is high, it is
analytically correct.

Remark 20. (66) can be considered to be analogous to the limitation

∆W <
ε0

2θ2λ2 (1 + H2)3(1− d∗)2 − ε0L
V2

L
(67)

achieved in 1D geometry (for details, see [24,30]. However, the presence of (1 + H2)3 in (67)
raises the permissible energy levels in 1D geometry with the risk of the membrane touching the
upper disk.).

6. Conclusions and Perspectives

The starting point of this paper concerns the study of the stability of the critical
configurations of a second-order nonlinear boundary value problem with singularity
relating to a 2D circular electostatic membrane MEMS with radial symmetry. In the model,
because E is locally orthogonal to the straight line tangent to the membrane, it makes sense
to consider |E| proportional to the mean curvature of the membrane at the same point.
A single critical point is obtained, corresponding to the position of the membrane, where its
central point reaches the maximum height allowed. Using the first Lyapunov criterion, it is
verified that the only equilibrium position obtained is also stable. Furthermore, because the
device is subjected to an external voltage V, both its minimum value capable of overcoming
the mechanical inertia of the membrane, (Vmin)inertia, and its maximum allowed value,
(Vmax)permissible, are obtained in order to determine an operating range of possible values
for V. Thus, the solution of the inverse problem in the MEMS device under study has been
addressed: starting from the deformation of the membrane, the range of allowed values of
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V was evaluated. Furthermore, the bond obtained between (Vmin)inertia and (Vmax)admissible
explicitly depends on the value of the mechanical tension T to which the membrane was
subjected. Accordingly, once we have chosen the material that constitutes the membrane
(i.e., once T has been set), we obtain an easy and operational (Vmin)inertia

(Vmax)admitted
. It is worth noting

that the sophisticated mathematical models describing the phenomena involved in detail
are obviously complex and do not allow easy study. Therefore, some simplifications in
the geometry of the device have proven to be necessary to obtain an easier mathematical
model for study. In addition, some useful observations on the potential energy variation
have allowed identifying optimal control conditions using |E| as well. The study of the
simplified model, despite not providing results that coincide with the experimental data,
provided useful qualitative indications on the behavior of electrostatic circular MEMS
devices, characterized by simplified geometries. Obviously, the choice of geometries, more
adherent to the industrial reality, will make the approach that is presented in this paper
more robust to facing an important class of inverse problems. We observe that we based
their model on a single-mode problem, referring to the dependence on the voltage acting
on the membrane. Therefore, to find a more realistic approach to the problem, in the future,
multimode approaches will be taken into account. Moreover, at present, we have not yet
carried out a study based on parametric stability analysis with respect to some relevant
design parameters. In the next future, we proceed with the stability analysis in which V
and ∆W act as design parameters to be able to carry out evaluations concerning optimal
control problems, even in the presence of fringing field phenomena. This will allow, as well
as giving a more general view of the stability of the problem under study, for providing
interesting indications for the solution of the inverse problem.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

MEMS Micro-Electro-Mechanical System
E Electrostatic Field
|E| amplitude of the Electrostatic Field
r Radial Coordinate
H(r) Mean Curvature
u(r) Membrane Profile
V External Voltage
d∗ Safetyl Distance
pel Electrostatic Pressure
R Radius
ε0 Permittivity of the Free Space
d Distance Between the Disks
fel Electrostatic Force
α, β, γ, χ Parameters Related to the Material
λ2 Parameter Concerning the Electromechanical Properties of the Membrane
T Mechanical Tension of the Membrane at Rest

Appendix A

Appendix A.1. Proof of Proposition 1

It easily follows from Lemma 1.
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Appendix A.2. Proof of Proposition 2

From (8), taking into account the equality (6), it follows that V ≥ 4

√
d∗2d3T

kθε2
0

, obtaining

the (35).

Appendix A.3. Proof of Proposition 3

As known [1,20], the link between V and u(r) is

u(r) ≤ kε0V2

2d∗
(

1−
( r

R

)2)
. (A1)

From this, being u0 = u(0), the (36) holds.

Appendix A.4. Proof of Proposition 4

As shown in [1], u(r) = − p
4 (r

2 − 1) such that u0 = u(0) = p
4 . Then, it makes

sense to write
√

u0 =

√
p

2
. (A2)

In addition, u0 = kpel (see [20]), thus

√
k =

√
u0√
pel

. (A3)

Finally, combining (A2) and (A3), (37) holds.

Appendix A.5. Proof of Proposition 5

As known (see [1]), k = p
4pel

and pel can be evaluated by (1). Then, considering both
(36) and (1), we can easily write

u0 ≤
kε0V2

2d∗
=

pε0V2

8peld∗
=

p
4d∗

(d− u(r))2. (A4)

In addition, we can write p = 4u(r)
(1−r2)

, so that u0 ≤ u(r)(d−u(r))2

(1−r2)d∗ , and taking into account

that 1
1−r2 = 1

2

(
1

1−r +
1

1+r

)
, it follows that

u0 ≤
u(r)(d− u(r))2

2d∗
( 1

1− r
+

1
1 + r

)
. (A5)

In addition, −R ≤ r ≤ R (with R� 1), so that 1− R ≤ 1 + r ≤ 1 + R, from which

1
1 + r

≤ 1
1− R

. (A6)

In a completely analogous way, 1− R ≤ 1− r ≤ 1 + R, so that

1
1− r

≤ 1
1− R

. (A7)

Then, considering both (A6) and (A7), (A5) becomes

u0 ≤
u(r)(d− u(r))2

d∗(1− R)
. (A8)
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Moreover, taking into account both (A5) and (A8), we can write the following inequalities:

u0 ≤
kε0V2

2d∗
≤ u(r)

d∗(1− R)
(d− u(r))2. (A9)

Proving that
u(r)

d∗(1− R)
(d− u(r))2 < 1− d∗, (A10)

we prove (38), as, taking into account both (A9) and (A10), it makes sense to write

u0 ≤
kε0V2

2d∗
≤ u(r)

d∗(1− R)
(d− u(r))2 < 1− d. (A11)

Absurdly, supposing that

u(r)
d∗(1− R)

(d− u(r))2 ≥ 1− d∗, (A12)

one obtains
u(r)(d− u(r))2 ≥ d∗(1− R)(1− d∗) (A13)

so that three cases can occur.

(1) In case the membrane is at rest, then u(r) = 0. So, from (A13), we can write 0 ≥
d∗(1−R)(1− d∗). Since d∗(1−R)(1− d∗) is a positive quantity, then 0 ≥ d∗(1−R)(1− d∗)
is an incorrect condition. Therefore, it follows that (A10) is verified (and also the (38)).

(2) In case maximum deformation is allowed, i.e., u(r) = d − d∗, from (A13),
one can write

d− d∗ ≥ (1− R)(1− d∗)(d∗)−1 (A14)

and considering that usually d∗ = 0.1d, it represents a physically false condition, since
d ≈ 10−9. So, as with case (1), (A10) is verified (and also the (38)).

(3) For any other value of u(r), (A10) is verified. In fact, if, absurdly, (A12) holds, also
considering that d∗ = 0.1d, it makes sense to write

10u(r)
d(1− R)

(d− u(r))2 > 1− 0.1d. (A15)

Moreover, observing that d > u(r), it follows that 10 > 10u(r)
d ; in addition, taking into

account inequality (A15), it follows that

u(r) < d−
√

0.01(1− R)(10− d). (A16)

It is easy to verify that

d ≤
√

0.01(1− R)(10− d), (A17)

so that, in (A16), u(r) is less than a negative amount (physically impossible condition).
Then, in this case too, inequality (38) is verified.

Appendix A.6. Proof of Proposition 6

Trivially, it follows from inequality (38).
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Appendix A.7. Proof of Proposition 7

Taking into account that [1] θ|E|2 = λ2

(1−u(r))2 and considering (6), we can write

θ|E|2 =
λ2

(1− u(r))2 =
ε0V2(2R)2

2d3T(1− u(r))2 . (A18)

Multiplying (A18) by λ2 and, again, taking into account the condition (6), one obtains

θ =
θλ2

λ2 =
ε0R2V2

2d3T(1− u(r))2|E|2 . (A19)

However, from an electrostatic point of view, we can write |E|2 = V2

(1−u(r))2 which
substituted into (A19), gives us condition (41).

Appendix A.8. Proof of Proposition 8

If, absurdly,

4

√
d3d∗2T
4ε2

0θk
≥

√
2(1− d∗)d∗

kε0
, (A20)

we obtain

4

√
d3d∗2T

4ε2
0θ

1
4
√

θ
≥

√
2(1− d∗)d∗

kε0
. (A21)

Taking into account both conditions (41) and (A3) we achieve:

√
pel√
T
≤ d3

2R(1− d∗)

√
d− d∗

2
. (A22)

Being R ≈ 10−6, d = 10−9 and d∗ = 0.1 · 10−9, from (A22), we obtain
√

pel√
T
≤ ·10−21.

So, the mechanical tension T of the membrane should assume too high a value, as if the
membrane has considerable stiffness. This condition is not physically compatible with the
usual membranes used in electrostatic MEMS devices. Then, inequality (A21) is false, so
inequality (42) is true.

Appendix A.9. Proof of Proposition 9

It follows from Propositions 2 and 6.

Appendix A.10. Proof of Proposition 10

From condition (40), and taking into account that d∗ ≈ 0.1d, we can easily write

1
k
> (Vmax)permissible)

2 50ε0

d(10− d)
. (A23)

Moreover, from condition (35), taking into account the inequality (A23) and consider-
ing that d∗ ≈ 0.1d, we achieve the inequality (45).

Appendix A.11. Proof of Proposition 11

Setting r = R, (65) becomes

V2
{ 2RD

d− d∗
− πR2

d

}
<
{ H

Rθ
+

(1− d∗)2

θ2λ2

}
− πR2V2

d
(A24)
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so that, if (A24) is true, also (65) is true. In addition, taking into account the (6),
(A24) becomes

RV2
{ 2D

1− d∗
− πR

2d

}
<

1
2

{H
R

+
(1− d∗)2d3T

2θε0R2V2

}
. (A25)

Finally, setting the parameters with the usual values, the inequality (A25) is verified
so that also inequality (65) is true.
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